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relationship are investigated through rent values of different real Keywords: dist ance, bid rent, centrality, urban
economics, Cardiff Introduction distributed in the city and, in turn how the pattern of distribution of that makes a space
with a specific function (i.e. a property's type of use) to be located in.

All segments that include Queen Street are taken as a step-depth of cero where the bid rent curves are
measured against the three types of distances. And thirdly, Cardiff Deposit Development Plan â€” Cardiff City
Council proposes the selected sub-centres as areas for land development and their recognition as district
centres. Finally, Butetown on the south part is composed of an isolated nucleus concentrating mainly office
and leisure activities, influenced also by its location near the port of the city, Cardiff Bay Area. This paper
investigates the relationship between urban space and urban economy focusing on the way centralities emerge
across scales. What hooks you? The argument is that beyond having identified where and how markets
juxtapose as physical locations in the city there is also the suggestion of how the existence of a neighbourhood
can act as a dual entity, an economic and an institutional one. The model suggests that as distance from the
CBD5 or city centre increases, land availability at a lower price diminishes. It means distancing housing from
the public street to maintain the privacy, quietness, and to some extent related to the safety, of residential
areas. The location of commercial-residential buildings can also determine how services are accessed within
neighbourhoods. This has happened as we see cities at times having multiple centres where even
communication networks i. The Economy of Cities. Commerce in particular large department stores and chain
stores is willing to pay the greatest rent in order to be located in the inner core. L Narvaez, A Penn and S
Griffiths : Spatial configuration and bid rent theory 4 Proceedings of the Ninth International Space Syntax
Symposium, Seoul, Combining two methods The logic of the bid rent model rent versus distance was applied
to study the spatial configuration of Cardiff. Hillier, Bill, and Shinichi Iida. The land use data, in addition to
measures of segment angular analyses at various radii, demonstrated the distinction of sub-centres. In this
way, a bid rent configurational model is presented. The division of the urban network evolved as a
decentralised growth concentrating activities that consequently made different urban centres to be developed
over time. It is proposed that within the boundaries of the neighbourhood, the community seeks shared
resources that emerge as local services or businesses that mutually cooperate with each other. Talen, Emily.
Koch, L. September  Topologically, however, commercial uses such as small local businesses or specialised
shops are found within neighbourhoods on more segregated streets i. Firstly, it is shown that trade-off
modelling in the street configuration can be devised as a global pattern of concentration of activities.
Sub-centres and relational centralities The results from the bid rent configuration from the city centre gave the
opportunity to explore other locations in the city. Now, the view is the reverse. As you move from the CBD,
commerce is unwilling to pay as much for a site. The street of origin from which the step-depth analysis is
performed, in the case of the city centre, is Queen Street Figure 4. Principles of economics. Analytically, the
trade-off between distance and rent from the city centre is shown in figure 5. Hillier, Bill, and Yolanda Barnes.
Being proximate in distance creates the opportunity for trade to take place. Modelling bid rents with every
type of distance in the street network advances the following arguments: Firstly, metric distance shows that
clustering of offices are found in residential areas. There is more land available for their factories, but they still
have many of the benefits of the CBD, such as a market place and good communications. Jacobs, Jane. L
Narvaez, A Penn and S Griffiths : Spatial configuration and bid rent theory 10 Proceedings of the Ninth
International Space Syntax Symposium, Seoul, Figure 5 Bid rent graphs showing the measures of rent values
for each property market with each types of distance. Grangetown, on the southwest, emerges in a radial order
of streets in its centre and connecting to Canton to the north. Because householders do not rely heavily on
these factors and can afford the reduced costs compared with those in the inner and outer core , they can
purchase land here. Most of the commercial properties rented in one step from residential uses tend to L
Narvaez, A Penn and S Griffiths : Spatial configuration and bid rent theory 8 Proceedings of the Ninth
International Space Syntax Symposium, Seoul, be at corners of urban blocks and in two to three steps being
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along the street. Accessibility, is argued, becomes an important matter of scale in order to understand how
economic actions are materialised in urban space and how space affects socio-economic interactions at the
local design scale of the city. The hypothesis is that distance constructs possibilities to interact
socio-economically. In fact, what they are willing to pay declines rapidly. This suggests that industrial spaces
in these local centres are located with the purpose to provide a self-sustaining cost to local businesses i.
Location and Space Economy.


